Global Data Protection Index: APJ Results (excl. China) for Cloud Infrastructure

In addition to increased data loss and downtime, organizations using multiple data protection vendors have higher data loss costs, higher downtime related costs, and are more likely to report a lack of data protection. While many organizations use VMware to manage and deploy applications, there is no clear standout in terms of how organizations are protecting mission-critical workloads like ERP, office productivity apps, business intelligence systems and CRM into both public and private clouds.

Dell Technologies cloud data protection solutions enable organizations to quickly and securely recover from cyber attacks, as well as simplify cloud backup and enable hybrid cloud backup. Dell Technologies cloud data protection solutions deliver global scale at cloud speed, future-proof multi-cloud data protection, secure multi-cloud data assets, simplified cloud data protection and AI/machine learning.

While many organizations have the ability to change and deploy applications, those running VMware workloads in the cloud or don't know how to run VMware workloads in the cloud are not running or planning to run VMware workloads in the cloud, which is increasing organically across hybrid cloud environments.

Dell Technologies helps organizations and individuals build their digital future and transform how they work, live and play. The company provides its customers with the industry's broadest and most innovative technology and services portfolio for the data era.